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Summary

IOt

IN THE JOB and in public policy,
working women want changes
I that will strengthen families
and build respect for work. Working
women are deeply and increasingly
concerned about health care and
retirement security, as well as equal pay
and equal opportunity. Concern about
health care has surged in the past year.

schedules than their spouses or partners.
In exchange, they want workplace and
legislative changes to strengthen their
families and increase fairness on the
job. Working men share women’s
concerns about health care and retirement security, fairness and respect in
the workplace and the need to fight
gender discrimination and unequal pay.

These are among the findings of the
Ask a Working Woman Survey 2002,
conducted for the AFL-CIO by Lake
Snell Perry & Associates. This survey
is the third in a series designed to
examine the pressures faced by working
women and the solutions they seek
in their workplaces and through legislation. For the first time in the series,
this survey includes a comparative look
at the priorities of working men. As
previous surveys have, this one includes
breakouts based on education, parental
status and by African American and
Latino racial and ethnic groups. Data
are not broken out for Asian Americans
because the sample size was not large
enough to provide reliable figures. This
report is part of a yearlong national
project that included a field survey of
nearly 20,000 working women across
the country, from which the quotes
appearing in this report are taken.

• Working women work long
hours. Sixty-three percent of women
work 40 or more hours per week—a
slight increase from 60 percent in 2000.
Contrary to conventional assumptions,
married mothers who work are not
part-timers. Sixty-eight percent of
married working mothers put in 40 or
more hours per week—compared with
60 percent of women without children.

Women are working long hours,
the survey finds, often with different

I worry about….

“That the stress
will get t o me and
ruin my other life
and force me
to retire before
financial security

• Health care is a rising workplace
and legislative priority for working women. Working women are
more concerned about benefits in
general these days—although six in
10 women say the benefits they receive
from their employer have not changed—
but their focus on health care security
is striking. Since 2000, the percentage of
women labeling health care a “highest
priority” for change on the job has
jumped 11 points, with a 12-point
increase in the percentage of women
who consider health care a top legislative priority.

is attained.”
(St. James, N.Y.)

“Having t o eat cat
food when Dubya
gets through with
Social Security.”
(Tigard, Ore.)

• Working women overwhelmingly
say a comprehensive working
families legislative agenda is
personally important to them.
Working women’s top priorities include
making quality health care affordable,
strengthening pensions and Social
Security and expanding family and
medical leave and child care.
I worry about….

“The lack of
opportunities for
promotion and the
discrepancy in pay
between traditional’
female job
classifications vs.
traditional’ male
job classifications.”
(Toledo, Ohio)

“Security on the
job; making enough
money to raise
children, especially
for single mothers;
respect and understanding that
children come first!”
(Hammond, Ind.)

• Women solidly support a strong
workers’ rights agenda. They want
stronger affirmative action laws for
women, stronger equal pay laws, stronger
laws to challenge discrimination on
the job and laws to ensure fair pay
and benefits for part-timers.
• Working men share women’s
concerns. Working men also strongly
support a legislative agenda that
addresses retirement, health and caregiving policies and they place high
priority on fairness in the workplace

and strong sanctions for gender
discrimination and harassment.
• There are few differences in the
issue priorities of working parents
and workers without children.
Working mothers place a slightly higher
priority on pay raises and promotions,
child care and a safe work environment
than working women without children.
Among working men, fathers are slightly
less concerned about respect on the job
and place a higher priority on child
care than men without children.
• Workers overwhelmingly
support the freedom to organize
a union without employer interference. Two-thirds (66 percent) of
working women say employees should
be free to choose to form a union
without interference, as do 63 percent
of working men.

Working Women’s Lives

Working women work long hours, often juggling irregular hours and
different schedules from their spouses and partners.

I

OST WORKING WOMEN—
63 percent of those surveyed—
work 40 hours or more per week,
a slight increase since 2000, when
60 percent of working women said they
work 40 or more hours. Only 7 percent
work less than 20 hours per week, the
same proportion as in 2000.
Contrary to common assumptions,
married mothers who work are not
part-timers. Sixty-eight percent of
married working mothers work 40 hours
or more per week, and 38 percent work
different schedules than their spouses
or partners.
Two-thirds of working women
(68 percent) are on the job during the
traditional Monday-through-Friday workweek. Three in 10 women (30 percent,
compared with 28 percent in 2000)
work nontraditional shifts, including
weekend and evening work. Women’s
schedules and the likelihood of working
different hours than a spouse or partner

vary greatly by education level, race
and ethnicity.
College-educated (76 percent) and white
women (73 percent) are significantly
more likely to work traditional workweeks
than women of color: Only 55 percent
of African American women and 56 percent of Latinas surveyed work traditional
hours. Thirty-nine percent of women

overall work different hours than their
spouses or partners, down from 46 percent in 2000 but still a significant portion.
Working women of color are more likely
than white women to work different
schedules than their spouses or partners.

The work schedules of 52 percent of
African American women, 47 percent of
Latina women and 36 percent of white
women differ from those of their spouses
or partners.
College-educated women tend to
work longer hours, but women
without college degrees are more
likely to work irregular schedules.
Women with more education work
longer hours—70 percent of women
with a college degree work 40 hours or
more each week, compared with 63 percent of women with post-high school
education and 56 percent of women
with high school or less. However,
women without college degrees are
more likely to work irregular schedules.
Twenty-two percent of all college
graduates work an irregular workweek,

CHART 3

Work Schedules and Race

compared with 40 percent of working
women with a high school education
or less. Consequently, married women
with college degrees are more likely to
work the same hours as their spouses:
61 percent of married college graduates
work the same schedule as their spouses,
compared with just 42 percent of
married women with a high school
degree or less.
Half of working women have seen
their responsibilities increase in
the past year—but many of them
have not received pay increases.
Forty-eight percent of working women
saw their responsibilities and duties
increase in the past year (while

responsibilities stayed the same for 46
percent and decreased for 5 percent),
but only half received more pay along
with the added responsibilities.
In addition, six in 10 working women
say the benefits they receive from their
employer have remained the same in
the past year, while only 28 percent
overall received improved benefits.
Union women (50 percent) and collegeeducated women (33 percent) are most
likely to say their benefits actually
increased over the course of the year.
Although, as the next section demonstrates, working women—and working
men—are extremely concerned about
their benefits, only one in 10 say their
benefits decreased in the past year.

I worry about…

“Not making
enough money to
save for my children’s
education.”
(Brooklyn, N.Y)

“Whether I’ll have
a pension beyond
Social Security.”
(Portland, Ore.)

“Being fired due
to a sick child or
lack of day care.”
(Payallup, Wash.)

The Legislative Agenda

Working Women’s Priorities for Changing Laws
Working women emphatically support a working families agenda that
strengthens health care and retirement security, expands family leave and
ensures equal pay. And working men agree.

AI

STRIKING FINDING in the Ask
aS Working Woman Survey 2002
iis the surge in concern among
working women about health care
security. When asked about their
personal priorities for legislation, more
than nine in 10 women (91 percent)
rate an affordable health care law
“important”; 69 percent of women

consider it “very important”—a 12point jump since the 2000 survey.
Strengthening pensions and Social
Security draws similar concern, with 90
percent of women calling it important
and 64 percent saying it is very important. Working women also gave very
high priority to affirmative action laws
CHART 5

Legislative Priorities for Working Women

Working Men Share Working Women’s Concerns
The agenda of working men does not differ radically from that of working
women—in fact, the similarities are striking. Working men are intensely
concerned about items traditionally thought of as “women’s issues,” including
equal pay laws, family and medical leave, child care and affirmative action
laws for women.
Working men give highest legislative priority to pensions and retirement security,
with nearly all working men (92 percent) saying strengthening Social Security and
retirement security is important and 74 percent saying it is very important. Like
working women, working men across all demographic groups place high priority
on affordable, quality health care.
Most working men consider strengthening laws to challenge discrimination,
ensure equal pay and provide more opportunities for women through affirmative
action as very important, with large majorities saying they are important. Men
also place high priority on caregiving issues: Expanding family and medical leave
is important to 85 percent and very important to 50 percent; laws to ensure
quality, affordable child care are important to 76 percent and very important
to half of working men.

CHART 6

Legislative Priorities for Working Men
Pensions/Social Security

92%

Health Care

92%

Discrimination

% 85%

Equal Pay

% 86%

Affirmative Action

80%

Family/Medical Leave

% 85%

J76%

Child Care
Part-Time Equity

% 79%

• Very Important

• Somewhat Important

to expand opportunities for women,
stronger equal pay laws, stronger laws
to challenge discrimination and unfair
treatment on the job, expanding family
and medical leave and improving child
care. Women also strongly support laws
treating part-time workers fairly in pay
and benefits. Working men’s priorities
are nearly identical to working women’s,
although men feel more intensely about
pensions and Social Security.
Overall, working women say
making quality health care more
affordable is their highest legislative priority. Women across all age
and education levels see health care as
an important issue, but there is some
variation among races. Latinas feel the
most intensely about this issue (with
77 percent calling it very important),
followed by white women (70 percent
say it is very important) and African
American women (54 percent say it is
very important). Married women feel
most intensely about the importance of
health care legislation (71 percent label
it very important), compared with a
smaller but still very strong majority of
single women (65 percent). Support for
laws to make quality health care affordable is spread evenly across the country:
More than nine in 10 women in every
region say it is important and more than
two-thirds consider it very important.
Working women also place high
priority on laws to strengthen
pensions and Social Security—and
concern about this issue has grown
as well. Ninety percent of women
say protecting retirement security is
important, and 64 percent—a 9-point
increase since 2000—consider it very
important. Predictably, older women are
more concerned about strengthening

retirement benefits than younger
women: 70 percent of women 45 and
older say it is very important, compared
with a smaller majority—61 percent—
of younger women. White women feel
most intensely about laws to strengthen
retirement security: 65 percent label
this very important, compared with
58 percent of Latinas and 54 percent of
African American women. Women with
a high school education or less are
particularly intense about strengthening
Social Security and pensions (68 percent
say it is very important), followed by
smaller majorities among those with
some college (63 percent) and college
graduates (60 percent). Marital status
has a strong effect on intensity of
support for laws to strengthen retirement security: 82 percent of widowed
or divorced women call this legislative
item very important, compared with
66 percent of married women and
52 percent of single women. This
disparity based on marital status likely
reflects differences based on age,
CHART 7

Women and Men Support Stronger
Affirmative Action Laws for Women
(Percent saying laws are “very important”)
62%
52%

Women
White

• African American

50%

Men
• Latina

• Of Color

because on average divorced and
widowed women are older than single
and married women.
Women also say stronger affirmative action laws to provide more
opportunities for women are an
important legislative priority:
90 percent say such laws are
important and 59 percent—a
6-point increase since 2000—
consider them very important.
Women of all age groups share support
for stronger affirmative action laws for
women workers. Latinas and white
women are most likely to label them
very important (62 percent and 59
percent, respectively), while half of
African American women share that
view. Strikingly, 51 percent of men
say affirmative action for women is
very important, with 80 percent
labeling it important.

Strengthening equal pay laws is
also a major concern for working
women. Ninety-two percent of women
say stronger laws to ensure equal pay
are important and 58 percent consider
them very important. Men are nearly
as intense as women in their support of
stronger equal pay laws, with 86 percent
labeling them important and 53 percent
considering them very important.
Although equal pay laws rank lower
among women’s priorities than they
did in 2000, because of the 2002
increase in concern about benefits,
the intensity of support for equal pay
laws has grown, with a 7-point increase
in the percentage of women labeling
them very important.
Equal pay is particularly important
among women younger than 30—
with 64 percent calling equal pay laws
very important—but majorities in all
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Equal Pay: It’s Important
192%

Women
Men

| 86%

White

| 92%

African American

% 89%

Latina

% 93%

Women
High School or Less

% 92%

College Grad
Nontraditional Hours:
Weekends
Nontraditional Hours:
Days and Nights

%92%

t

• Very Important

96%
69%
• Somewhat Important

91%

age groups consider the issue a priority.
White women are the most intense in
their support of strengthening equal
pay laws (60 percent say it is very
important), followed by smaller majorities of Latinas (56 percent say it is very
important) and African Americans
(51 consider it very important).
Women with a high school education
or less feel especially strongly about
strengthening equal pay laws (65 percent
say it is very important), compared
with a smaller majority (57 percent) of
college graduates. Equal pay rates as a
particularly high priority among women
who work nontraditional shifts: Among
women who work days and weekends,
78 percent say it is very important, as
do 69 percent of women who work days
and evenings. Only among women
working less than 20 hours a week are
laws to strengthen equal pay supported
less intensely, with 39 percent saying
this is very important.
Most working women—and men—
say laws to challenge discrimination and unfair treatment on the
job are very important to them.
Ninety percent of working women and
85 percent of men consider these laws
important, and they are very important
to 57 percent of both working women
and men. Working women with a high
school education or less feel more
intensely about this issue (61 percent
say it is very important) than collegeeducated women (54 percent consider it
very important). Latinas feel most strongly
about stronger laws to challenge discrimination, with 60 percent calling them
very important, compared with 57
percent of white women and 54 percent
of African American women.

Most working women—and men—
also place a high priority on
expanding family and medical
leave. Eighty-eight percent of women
say laws to expand family and medical
leave are important and 54 percent
say they are very important. Rates of
support among working men are very
similar, with 85 percent saying it is
important to expand family and
medical leave and 50 percent saying
it is very important. Among women,
the differences across age and marital
status are surprisingly small. Younger
women are generally more enthusiastic
about this legislation than older counterparts. Fifty-eight percent of women
younger than 30 and 56 percent of 30to 39-year-olds say it is very important,
compared with 52 percent of 40- to
49-year-old women and 49 percent
of women older than 49. Sixty-three
percent of unmarried women with
partners and the same proportion of
widowed and divorced women consider
expanding family and medical leave
very important, as do 53 percent of
married women and 50 percent of
single women. Among working men,
intense support is high across marital
status: 47 percent of married men,
54 percent of unmarried men and
58 percent of single men say expanding
family and medical leave is a very
important legislative priority. Women
with some post-high school education
are slightly less enthusiastically supportive of this policy, with 46 percent saying
it is very important, compared with
60 percent of women with a high
school education or less and 53 percent
of those with a college degree.

“[I worry] that
I will have to work
until I die—that
even on a 40-year
pension it w o n t be
enough to live out a
meager lifestyle….I
will have to choose
Meow Mix or Alpo.”
(North Arlington, N.J.)

Laws to improve the quality and
affordability of child care are
another high priority for working
women and men alike. Seventyeight percent of women and 76 percent
of men consider such laws important,
with half of women and men saying
they are very important. The percentage
of women considering child care laws
very important grew by 10 points since
2000, mirroring an increase in child
care as a priority seen in other data on
attitudes of the general public.
Among working women, the intensity
of support for laws to improve child
care quality and affordability varies
significantly by age as well as marital
and parental status. Fifty-six percent of
working women younger than 45 say
these laws are very important, compared
with 38 percent of women older than
45. Similarly, 54 percent of married
women rate the issue as very important,
compared with 39 percent of single
women. And 61 percent of women with
children say legislation for high-quality,
affordable child care is very important,
compared with 40 percent of women
without children. Differences based on
marital and parental status and age are
less significant among men: 43 percent
of single men, 51 percent of married
men, 55 percent of fathers and 46
percent of childless men rate child care
legislation very important.
Intensity of support for child care
legislation varies among women with
the number of hours and types of
schedules they work. Women who rate
it very important include 61 percent of
those who work fewer than 20 hours
per week, 52 percent of those working
40 hours a week and 45 percent of
women who put in more than 40 hours

a week. Child care legislation gets
intense support from 59 percent of
women working days and evenings,
58 percent who work days and weekends and 38 percent of women who
work Monday through Friday during
the day.
While their sentiments are less
intense than for other legislative
priorities, most working women
strongly support ensuring fair pay
and benefits for part-time, temporary and contract employees.
Eighty-four percent of women say this
is important, including 48 percent
who consider it very important. Not
surprisingly, women working part-time
(20 to 39 hours per week) feel more
intensely, with 53 percent considering
parity for part-timers, temps and contractors very important, compared with
49 percent of women who work 40 hours
a week. Women older than 50 feel most
intensely about this issue: 55 percent
consider it very important. Women in
nonunion households are more intense
on the issue than women in union
households, with 49 percent and 41
percent, respectively, saying it is very
important.
While working mothers and
women without children have
slightly different legislative
priorities, they share common
concerns. On retirement security,
90 percent of both groups feel that
strengthening Social Security and
pensions is important (with 66 percent
and 62 percent, respectively, saying it is
very important). Ninety-three percent
of mothers and 91 percent of women
without children say stronger equal
pay laws are important (with 58 percent
and 59 percent, respectively, considering
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Top Legislative Priorities, by Parental Status

% 93%

Health Care
Pensions/Social Security

90%

% 87%

Child Care

WOMEN WITHOUT CHILDREN
Health Care

% 90%

Pensions/Social Security

% 90%

Equal Pay

%91%

FATHERS

% 90%

Pensions/Social Security
Health Care

% 91%
% 76%

Child Care

MEN WITHOUT CHILDREN
Pensions/Social Security

% 94%

Health Care

% 93%
84%

Discrimination

• Very Important

them very important). Both groups
report overwhelming support for
making quality health care more
affordable. Women without children
also are strong supporters of legislation
to improve child care and expand
family and medical leave (which
many women without children

• Somewhat Important

could use when caring for sick relatives).
Eighty-five percent of women without
children say expanding family leave
is important (with 50 percent calling
it very important) and 70 percent say
improving child care is important
(while 40 percent consider it very
important).

Women’s Jobs Today

In the current economic downturn, working women place a high priority
on changes at work that will affect their pocketbooks—including health
insurance, job security, retirement security and equal pay. Working
women also see increasing respect on the job and challenging and ending
discrimination at work as priority goals.

TABLE 1

Working Women’s Priorities for Changes on the Job
(Percentages)
PRIORITY

WOMEN

YOUNGER

OLDER

WHITE

AFRICAN
AMERICAN

LATINA

Health insurance

55 (83)

56 (83)

57 (85)

54 (84)

53 (77)

62 (85)

Safe work environment*

49 (84)

51 (83)

46 (85)

49 (84)

44 (86)

48 (83)

Respect on the job

47 (80)

49 (82)

44 (77)

46 (81)

44 (76)

53 (79)

Work environment free from violence*

47 (78)

46 (78)

52 (81)

47 (80)

36 (64)

53 (80)

Job security

45 (81)

47 (84)

43 (73)

45 (80)

38 (76)

53 (86)

Retirement security

45 (80)

43 (79)

51 (83)

45 (80)

39 (76)

44 (78)

Equal pay

43 (82)

45 (83)

41 (82)

44 (82)

40 (85)

47 (82)

Paid family and medical leave

42 (79)

45 (82)

38 (73)

40 (78)

39 (78)

56 (85)

Higher pay and promotion

39 (75)

44 (79)

27 (66)

38 (74)

39 (80)

48 (80)

Stronger programs to end
discrimination and sexual harassment

39 (74)

42 (77)

32 (66)

36 (72)

37 (72)

53 (82)

Better procedures to challenge
discrimination at work

36 (74)

37 (77)

34 (68)

33 (73)

39 (75)

48 (76)

Continuing education

33 (74)

33 (75)

33 (71)

31 (73)

31 (74)

39 (82)

More control or flexibility over hours

31 (66)

35 (71)

25 (55)

31 (65)

37 (69)

28 (63)

Fair pay and benefits
for part-time workers

27 (66)

27 (66)

28 (66)

27 (64)

30 (72)

32 (69)

Child care and after-school care

25 (55)

31 (64)

13 (34)

22 (51)

26 (69)

40 (72)

Help caring for an aging or
sick parent or relative

24 (56)

26 (58)

21 (52)

23 (55)

19 (53)

32 (60)

(rank ordered by percentage of women
rating it at the “highest” level of priority,
total “high” in parentheses)

*Question was asked of half the sample.
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“As a part-time
employee, we have
to pay for medical
coverage. With
a family of five,
this gets costly.”
(Honolulu, Hawaii)

On the job as well as in their legislative
agenda, working women today place
highest priority on health insurance.
Eighty-three percent label health
insurance a “high” priority change they
would like to see in their jobs, while more
than half (55 percent) consider health
insurance a “highest” priority1 issue.
Health care is a top priority across racial
lines, age groups and education levels.
It has become a significantly higher
concern among women since 2000,
with a 9-point increase in women
saying it is a high priority for change
on the job and an 11-point jump in
those considering it a highest priority
matter. The increase in salience has
been across the board, but is particularly
seen among widowed and divorced
women (with a net growth of 30 points),
white mothers (with a net increase of
32 points) and women working less than
20 hours per week (with a net growth
of 39 points).
Women’s top priorities for change
at work also include workplace
safety, respect on the job, job
security, retirement security,
equal pay and paid family and
medical leave.

1 T-.

J

. J

1

Respondents rated each
issue area individually, and
were allowed to rate more
than one issue as a “highest”
priority. The word “highest”
thus connotes the intensity
of their views on a given issue.

Job safety is a key issue for working
women, with 84 percent saying changes
in workplace safety2 are a high priority
and 49 percent saying they are a highest
priority. A safe work environment free
from violence3 is a high priority for 78
percent of working women, 47 percent
of whom say it is a highest priority
issue.

2

This item was asked of
half the sample.
This item was asked of
half the sample.

Respect on the job is also one of the
highest priorities for working women;
80 percent consider it a high priority

and 47 percent rate it as a highest
priority. This is consistent with the
findings of the 2000 survey. Large
majorities of women of all racial and
ethnic groups say it is a high priority.
Latina women are most intense in their
desire for workplace changes to bring
respect on the job: Most (53 percent)
Latinas label this a highest priority, as
do 46 percent of white women and 44
percent of African American women.
Job and retirement security are also
at the top of working women’s list of
priorities for changes on the job. Eightyone percent rate changes to ensure
job security as a high priority, while
45 percent consider them a highest
priority. Women’s ratings on retirement
security are almost identical: 80 percent
(up from 74 percent in 2000) say it is a
high priority for workplace change, and
45 percent label it a highest priority.
Though all groups of working women
consider retirement security important,
the desire for workplace change on the
issue is most intense among women
older than 45: Among them, it’s a highest priority for 51 percent and a high
priority for 83 percent, compared with
43 percent and 79 percent, respectively,
among younger women. Probably
reflecting the better retirement benefits
union workers gain through collective
bargaining, unionized women place
retirement security at a significantly
lower priority for change on the job
(35 percent calling it a highest priority
and 77 percent saying it’s a high priority)
than nonunion women (46 percent
and 80 percent, respectively). Older
non-college women (55 percent highest,
86 percent high) and widowed and
divorced women (55 percent highest,
84 percent high) are most likely to
prioritize retirement security.

Equal pay and paid family and
medical leave are other top priorities
for change on the job among working
women.
For 82 percent, gaining equal pay is
a high priority; 43 percent say it’s a
highest priority. These figures mark
an increase from the 2000 totals of
70 percent and 37 percent, respectively.
This intensity of support is true across
racial lines (see Table 1, page 15).

Second-tier priorities for working
women include promotions,
discrimination and job growth.
While working women are most
concerned about benefits rather than
salaries during the current recession
(a finding consistent with other research
on broader segments of the public), a
large majority (75 percent) still say
higher pay and promotions are
a high priority, and four in 10 (39
percent) rate them as a highest priority.

Seventy-nine percent of working women
place a high priority on paid family and
medical leave, with 42 percent saying
it is a highest priority. Latina women in
particular place high priority on paid
family and medical leave. A majority,
56 percent, rate this as a highest priority
(85 percent say it is a high priority),
compared with 40 percent of white
women (78 percent say high) and
39 percent among African American
women (78 percent say high). Among
Latinas, paid family and medical leave
is second only to health insurance as a
priority. This issue is also a high priority
among mothers of color (a highest priority for 51 percent and a high priority
for 85 percent) and women who work
days and weekends (a highest priority
for 52 percent and a high priority for
85 percent).
The age gap in concern about paid leave
(45 percent of women younger than 45
say it’s a highest priority, compared with
38 percent of older women) is smaller
than the age gap on similar workplace
issues.
Working men prioritize paid family and
medical leave much as working women
do. Seventy-eight percent say it is a high
priority and 42 percent consider it a
highest priority.

Here there are striking differences
between older and younger women.
Older women place higher pay and
promotions in a bottom tier of priorities
(27 percent label this a highest priority
and 66 percent say it is a high priority),
while younger women place the issue
in their top tier (44 percent say it’s a
highest priority and 79 percent say it’s a
high priority). There are also differences
among races. Almost half (48 percent)
of Latina women place higher pay and

promotions as a highest priority (80
percent say high priority). Among white
women, 38 percent rate this as a highest
priority for change (74 percent say it’s a
high priority) and among African
American women, 39 percent rate this
as a highest priority (80 percent say
high). Interestingly, a majority of union
women prioritize higher pay and
promotions (51 percent highest, 78
percent high), while their nonunion
counterparts are less intense (37 percent
highest, 75 percent high).

“I am a single
working mom with
three kids. How do I
continue to support
them with a ‘good’
job but yet still take
care of all their
needs (sick days,
child care, evening
meetings, etc.)?”
(Yukon, Okla.)

More than one-third of working women
say programs to end discrimination
and sexual harassment and better
procedures to challenge discrimination at work should be a “highest”
priority. Working men and women
have quite similar views on stronger
programs to end discrimination and
sexual harassment at work and a slightly
higher percentage of working men than
working women feel that better
procedures to challenge discrimination
at work should be a highest priority
(40 percent of men, compared with
36 percent of women).
Latinas feel more intensely than white
and African American women about
these two priorities. Fifty-three percent
of Latina women say stronger programs
to end discrimination should be a
highest workplace priority (82 percent
say high), compared with 36 percent
of white women (72 percent say high)
and 37 percent of African American
women (72 percent say high). Nearly as
intense are feelings about procedures to
challenge discrimination at work. Fortyeight percent of Latinas feel this should
be a highest priority (76 percent say
high), as do 33 percent of white women

(73 percent say high) and 39 percent of
African American women (75 percent
say high).
Rounding out the second tier of priorities is continuing education and
job training. One-third of women say
this should be a “highest” priority for
changes at the workplace (74 percent
label it a high priority). This is a slightly
higher priority among working men,
40 percent of whom place continuing
education and job training as the
highest priority (72 percent say it’s a
high priority).
Perhaps surprisingly, continuing education and job training is a more intense
priority for older, college-educated
women than for their non-college
counterparts. Forty percent of older,
college-educated women say ongoing
training should be a highest priority
(70 percent say high), compared with
29 percent of older, non-college women
(71 percent say it’s a high priority).
Among men, however, those younger
than 45 and young men without college
degrees feel most strongly about the
need for job training opportunities, with
43 percent and 46 percent, respectively,
labeling it a highest priority for change.
Working women’s third tier
of priorities for change at work
includes job flexibility, equity
for part-timers and family care.
While most working women consider
these issues high priorities for workplace
change, their feelings are less intense
than their concern about benefits and
pay. Three in 10 women (31 percent)
say more control or flexibility over work
hours is a “highest” priority (66 percent

label it high) and 27 percent say granting
part-time workers fair pay and benefits
is a “highest” priority (66 percent say
high). Flexibility is a lower priority for
working men (26 percent say it’s a
highest priority 60 percent say high)
than for working women.
Younger women and African American
women feel most strongly about the
importance of flexible work hours.
Thirty-five percent of younger women
label it a highest priority and 71 percent
say it is a high priority compared with
25 percent and 55 percent, respectively
among older women. Similarly 37 percent of African American women say
flexibility is a highest priority and 69
percent say it’s a high priority compared
with 31 percent and 65 percent, respectively, among white women and 28
percent and 63 percent, respectively,
among Latinas. Women who work less
than 20 hours a week also rate this issue
highly: 43 percent label it a highest
priority and 70 percent say it is a high
priority.
Not surprisingly, fair pay and benefits
for part-time workers resonate most
with women who work less than fulltime. One-third of women who work
fewer than 20 hours and one-third of
those who work 20 to 39 hours per week
say fair pay and benefits for part-time
workers should be a highest priority.
Child care and after-school care
are seen by one in four women to be a
highest priority for change (55 percent
say it’s a high priority) and help caring
for a sick or aging relative receives
similar ratings (24 percent say it’s a
highest priority and 56 percent label it a
high priority). Although working men

are less intense about these issues, about
half of men rate them as high priorities.
Not surprisingly, younger women place
a higher premium on child care than
older women, with 31 percent of
younger women saying this is a highest
priority (64 percent say high), compared
with 13 percent of older women (34
percent say high). Also not surprisingly,
unmarried mothers give child care a
higher priority than their married
counterparts (41 of single mothers say
it is a highest priority and 78 percent
say it is a high priority, compared with
31 percent and 68 percent, respectively,
among married mothers). Latina
women (40 percent) also are more likely
than white (22 percent) or African
American (26 percent) women to say
child care changes should be a highest
priority at their workplaces.

“[I worry] that
health care costs and
day care costs will
continue t o rise to
the point that it will
not be financially
feasible for women
to work outside of
the home. I would
like t o see assistance

Women who work less than 40 hours
per week are more likely than full-time
working women to say child care and
elder care options should be a top
priority. Thirty-eight percent of women
working fewer than 20 hours per week
say child care should be the highest
priority (66 percent say high), while
only 18 percent of women working
40 or more hours say the same (49 say
high). Forty-five percent of women
working fewer than 20 hours per week
say help caring for a sick or aging parent
or relative should be the highest priority
for change (78 percent say high), while
21 percent of women working 40 or
more hours per week say the same
(49 percent say high). Clearly, many
of these part-time workers are dealing
with child care and family care responsibilities at home.

programs to all
income levels in
these two areas.”
(Denver, Colo.)

Conclusion

II:

“I stand eight hours
daily and continually
lift bags t o 70
pounds. How long
can I continue without a permanent
injury?”
(Chapel Hill, N.C.)

IVERALL, WORKING WOMEN
are working long hours, often
on irregular schedules that do
not match those of their spouses or
partners. They place a high premium
on pocketbook issues, particularly
health care security, but they also see
gaining respect on the job and fighting
discrimination as very important
priorities for changes on the job.
Working women strongly support

a working families legislative agenda
to address their health care, retirement
security and caregiving needs and to
bring fairness to the workplace, including equal pay. Across the board, working
men share the concerns of women,
including strong support for a legislative
agenda to expand family leave, improve
child care and fight discrimination in
the workplace.

APPENDICES

Gaining a Union Voice at Work
Working women and men feel strongly that workers should have the
right to form a union without employer interference.
Two-thirds (66 percent) of working women and 63 percent of working men
support the unfettered freedom to form a union—even when they’ve heard an
argument that employers should be able to interfere.4 The freedom to choose to
form a union is supported by majorities of nearly every subgroup surveyed, with
the strongest support coming from Latinas (72 percent), 40- to 49-year-olds
(72 percent) and white women with children (71 percent). Only 27 percent of
working women and 29 percent of working men say employers should have a
role in helping employees decide whether to form a union or organization.

Support for Right to Organize
Without Employer Interference
Non-Mother
Mother

Non-College
College

^63%

Younger
Older

^63%

African American
Latina
White

Women
Men

63%

I

The choices were:
“[Some/other] people say
employees should have the
right to decide whether to
form an organization or
union that addresses workplace issues and employers
should not be able to
interfere with employees in
deciding whether or not to
form such an organization.”
“[Some/other] people say
employers should have a
role in helping employees
decide whether to form
an organization or union
that addresses workplace
issues and should be able
to interfere with employees
forming a workplace
organization or union.”
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Respecting Work Agenda
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FAIRNESS FOR PART-TIMERS
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METHODOLOGY

Lake Snell Perry & Associates designed
and administered this telephone survey.
The survey reached a total of 1,250
women 18 and older nationwide who
work outside the home.5 In addition,
the survey reached 350 men 18 and
older nationwide. The survey was
conducted between March 4 and 7,
2002. Interviews were conducted by
telephone; all interviewers were professionally trained and supervised.

A sample of this size
allowed for subgroup analysis
of white women, Latinas and
African American women.
However, the sample size for
Asian women and women
of other ethnicities was
too small for analysis to
be considered statistically
significant.

Telephone numbers for the national
and state interviews were generated by
a random digit dial process. Both the
women’s and men’s data were weighted
by age, education, union membership
and race.
In interpreting survey results, all sample
surveys are subject to possible sampling
error; that is, the results of a survey may

differ from those that would be obtained
if the entire population were interviewed.
The size of the sampling error depends
upon both the total number of respondents to a given question and the percentage distribution of responses to that
question. The sampling error for the
base sample of working women is +/2.8 percent; for example, in question 25,
50 percent of the 1,250 women who
responded said that laws to improve the
quality and affordability of child care
and after-school care were very important to them, so we can be 95 percent
confident that between 63.2 percent
and 68.8 percent of the entire population of working women in the United
States (plus or minus 2.8 percent) would
have chosen that response if we had
been able to interview them all. The
margin of error for the sample of
working men is (+/- 5.3 percent).
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